Peking University

**Company Information:** The Center for Statistical Science at Peking University is a cross-campus research center of Statistics. Members of the Center consist of statistical faculties from several schools within PKU. The goals of the center are to integrate statistical faculties across different schools in producing high quality statistical research and engaging in cross-discipline collaborations within this leading university in China. Since its establishment in 2010, the Center has recruited 7 faculties. There are more than 20 additional faculties affiliated with the center on the main campus of PKU.

**Position Title:** Two Open Rank tenure track or tenured positions in Biostatistics, with expected starting date in 2017.

There are two joint open rank positions with School of Public Health at Peking University. The successful applicants will contribute to the mission of the Biostatistics Program at the Peking University: to serve as a source of expertise and a focus for training and research in the quantitative aspects of public health and medicine; and to promote the use of rigorous quantitative methods in the biomedical and public health sciences through methodological research, teaching, and services.

Applicants must hold a PhD in biostatistics, statistics, or a related field. Applicants should (1) exhibit potential for a distinguished record of scholarship, and (2) demonstrate the ability to work in collaborative, interdisciplinary teams.

**Duties & Responsibilities:** Research, teaching, graduate student supervision, collaborative research. Teaching is conducted in Chinese and/or English.

**Position Qualifications:** Ph. D. in Biostatistics, Statistics or related fields, strong research background or potential, good communication skills and an interest in teaching.

**Salary Range:** Regionally highly competitive salary depending on the level of appointment and experience.

**Benefits:** In additional to the standard benefits for faculties at PKU, a settling down allowance and a start-up grant will be provided.

**Web Site:** [http://www.stat-center.pku.edu.cn](http://www.stat-center.pku.edu.cn) and [http://sph.pku.edu.cn/](http://sph.pku.edu.cn/)

**Application Address:** All candidates should submit their CV, representative research papers if any, and names and contacts of three referees via email to stat-center@pku.edu.cn. (Candidate should specify clearly in the application letter which position he/she would like to apply.)

For any questions about these two positions, please contact: Song Xi Chen (csx@gsm.pku.edu.cn),
Zhi Geng (zhigeng@pku.edu.cn) or Xiao-Hua Zhou (azhou@math.pku.edu.cn).

The positions are open until they are filled.

Contact Email: stat-center@pku.edu.cn

Application Deadline: The positions are open until they are filled.